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1893-1951

BY PAUL A. SMITH

TOSEPH FELS RITT died on January 5, 1951, at a period in his life
t) when he was making full use of his superb creative powers in
mathematics. The years just preceding Ritt's death were years of
exceptional accomplishment. During this period Ritt laid the founda-
tions for a difficult and wholly unexplored extension of group theory.
Simultaneously he recast completely his most important and char-
acteristic early work in a volume which will remain definitive for
many years. Ritt did not live to see the reviews which proclaimed
this work a masterpiece.

Joseph Ritt was born on August 23, 1893, in lower Manhattan,
New York City. He retained a vivid memory of life in the teeming
city at the turn of the century and in later years he would spend
an occasional afternoon visiting the old landmarks which he re-
membered from boyhood. Little is known about Ritt's experiences
at school except that his progress was rapid and effortless. Many
after-school hours were devoted to part-time jobs and the earnings
were turned into the family treasury. Indeed, Ritt's feeling of
responsibility toward his parents was unusually strong. As he grew
older, he faced the problem of increasing his contributions to his
parents by means consistent with his talents. Young Ritt considered
the Civil Service as a possible solution and resolved to look for an
opening at the earliest possible moment. An opportunity finally
presented itself and led to his appointment to the staff of the Naval
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Observatory at Washington at an annual salary of twelve hundred
dollars. A substantial portion of this income was sent home regu-
larly. At the time of his departure from New York, Ritt had at-
tended City College for two years and had twice been awarded
that college's Belden Mathematical Prize. In Washington Ritt man-
aged to attend classes at George Washington University, where he
soon completed his undergraduate work. This same university
honored Ritt in 1932 with the degree of Doctor of Science.

During his years at Washington, Ritt became increasingly con-
scious of his mathematical talents, and it was inevitable that he
should be drawn to one of the great scientific centers where he could
perfect his training and test his creative talent. By "saving" a
number of vacations, he was eventually able to attend a summer
session in the graduate school at Columbia University. Ritt's gifts
were quickly recognized at Columbia, especially by Edward Kasner,
who was one of Ritt's instructors and was to become a lifelong
friend and colleague. It was largely through Kasner's advice and
encouragement that Ritt resigned from his post in Washington to
remain at Columbia as a University Fellow. He received the doctor-
ate from Columbia in 1917 for a dissertation on differential equa-
tions of infinite order which at once established him as a mathema-
tician of power and originality. Ritt always regarded this work with
special pride and, in later years, guarded carefully the few reprints
which remained in his possession. The bestowal of one of these
reprints was a special token of friendship.

After a brief period of war work (1917-1918) Ritt became a mem-
ber of the mathematics department at Columbia University, where
he remained until his death. In 1928 he married Estelle Fine, who
created for him an atmosphere perfectly suited to his temperament.
Ritt and his wife shared the toils of labor and its rewards. They
traveled extensively, and worked together in the preparation of
manuscripts. Ritt relied on the expert clerical assistance of his wife
to such an extent that he rarely entrusted this work to other hands.

Judged externally, Ritt's life followed an even course to the end.
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Ritt regarded his academic career as the central fact of his life and
derived profound contentment from its pursuit. Honors came early
and easily. He held a succession of administrative and editorial posts
in the American Mathematical Society. In his late thirties he was
named Colloquium Lecturer by the Society, and in 1933 he was
elected to the National Academy of Sciences. At Columbia, Ritt was
executive officer of the mathematics department during 1942-45. In
this position, he displayed a remarkable capacity for the efficient
handling of administrative details. Indeed, he took a certain amount
of pleasure in administrative work and seemed to find in it an
almost therapeutic relief from the strain of the sustained effort which
his researches demanded of him.

In the classroom, Ritt was a memorable figure. Students always
came away from his lectures aware that they had been listening
to a master craftsman. He never approached any teaching assign-
ment in a casual manner. Even in the most elementary subjects,
he planned his progress carefully and rarely resorted to improvisa-
tion. He always made it a point to examine the historical evolution
of his subject, the false steps and the slow surmounting of difficul-
ties. Believing in the importance of recapitulation, he never hesi-
tated to retrace his path in order to go forward on the basis of new
viewpoints or sharper distinctions. "We shall look twice at our
material, first casually, just to see how matters stand, then fully
and squarely, with no turning away from hard realities." (Integra-
tion in finite terms.) But in contrast to this habit of careful prepara-
tion, Ritt always managed to give the impression of spontaneity.
He believed that every teacher should be something of an actor. His
delivery was characterized by distinguished diction, a keen rhetorical
sense, and an abundant wit. He obviously enjoyed holding the stage,
but he saw to it that each student could have his say. To a remark-
able degree, he was able, in the classroom, to know and instruct
his students as individuals. A phenomenal memory enabled him, in
later years, to recall the personal characteristics of several generations
of mathematicians who had passed under his scrutiny.
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In his younger days, Ritt acquired an accurate knowledge of
geography from his frequent travels in Europe and Asia. Through
his habit of reading constantly and widely, he became acquainted
with the classics of world literature. He had an excellent working
knowledge of several languages. Words seemed to fascinate him, and
his interest in the origin of words became a minor hobby. He often
asserted that to him each word suggested a definite color. A keen
observer would indeed have seen that this sound-color association
was very strong and remarkably self-consistent. In the sciences, Ritt
seems to have confined his reading largely to mathematics, although
he did have more than a passing interest in psychology, particularly
in irregular behavior patterns and the psychology of mobs. He fre-
quently occupied himself with analyzing the motives for specific
acts. He judged men and events shrewdly and, although he had
little respect for reputations which he believed were based on false
values, he went to great lengths to put in a good word when he
believed it was deserved. He showed a special kindliness in his
relations with his students and younger colleagues.

We shall describe briefly the main features of Ritt's scientific work.*
Broadly speaking, his contributions lay in the fields of foundation
theory and analysis, and he derived his inspiration from the great
masters of the nineteenth century. The problems which he attacked
were of classical simplicity. This in itself indicates the order of the
difficulties which Ritt was accustomed to face. For, the problems
which are most intuitive, most easily stated, are often the most
difficult to solve. An excellent example is the problem of determin-
ing all pairs of rational functions f(z),g(z) such that f(g(z)) =
g(f(z)) . Partial results on this question had been obtained by a
number of European mathematicians. By bringing a more powerful
analysis to bear on the problem, Ritt was able to achieve a final
solution. The paper in which this is done is notable for a style that
is both poised and compelling. Ritt also considered the elementary

* For an excellent technical account, see Joseph Fels Ritt, by E. R. Lorch,
Bull. Am. Math. Soc, 57: 307-318.
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problem of determining those functions which cannot be integrated
in elementary terms. It is known to every student of calculus that
such functions exist, yet the theory which leads to their recognition
is subtle and, if one relies only on classical literature, rather inacces-
sible. Ritt brought the theory into a state of perfection in his beau-
tiful monograph Integration in Finite Terms. Ritt's methods are
essentially those which Liouville published over a century ago in
the Journal de Mathematique, which he founded. "Liouville's meth-
ods," says Ritt "are ingenious and beautiful. From the formal stand-
point, they are entirely sound. There are, however, certain ques-
tions connected with the many-valued character of the elementary
functions which could be pressed back behind the symbols in Liou-
ville's time but which have since learned to assert their rights. . . .
It might be great fun to talk just as if the elementary functions
were one-valued. I might even sound convincing to some readers;
I certainly could not fool the functions."

Ritt's most important achievement was the creation of an alge-
braic theory of ordinary and partial differential equations. The theory
presents a deep analysis of the structure of systems (possibly infinite)
of differential equations and of the manifolds of their solutions.
It has been suggested that this work owes its origin to the fact that
the concepts of "general solution" and "singular solution" had never
been clearly formulated, although the question had been considered
by such masters as Laplace and Lagrange. The correct formulations
were discovered by Ritt and are part of his general theory. This is
another instance of Ritt's preoccupation with fundamental classical
problems. His work in this field culminated in his magnificent book
Differential Algebra; this is the work referred to in the opening
paragraph of this memoir.

In his final sequence of papers, Ritt introduced and developed the
concept of differential group. This is a bold generalization of the
classical concept of continuous group. The n independent variables
which, in the classical theory, represent the parameters of the group
are replaced by n indeterminates which may be thought of as arbi-
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trary functions. Group composition is then given by a formal power
series in 2 n indeterminates and their derivatives. Ritt made a
complete analysis of differential groups for n = 1 and n = 2. There
exist two types in the first case, thirteen in the second, whereas in
the classical case the corresponding numbers of types are one and
two respectively. Ritt regarded the determination of types in the
case n = 2 as the most difficult piece of analysis he had ever at-
tempted. The concepts which are involved here are in their very
formulation dependent on the exacting art of manipulating formal
power series and, for this reason, they lack the immediate appeal
which they may ultimately possess. Thus it may be said that Ritt's
last work is only a beginning: it will stand as a challenge until it
is thoroughly understood and its significance evaluated.
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